FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
Introduction

As noted in previous sections of this report, the large majority of onstreet routes included in the Lawton Metropolitan Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (LMBPP) Master Plan can be implemented as on-street
facilities with little or no obstacles, with shared roadways being the
predominant facility type. In the relatively few instances where con•icts
do occur, most of these con•icts occur at intersections, where turning
movements, high traf•c volumes and/or high speeds required a more
detailed review and analysis of options beyond the concepts included
in the LMBPP.
In order to further de•ne and re•ne the most feasible and effective solution for each of the Phase I on-street routes, the planning and design
team conducted •eld investigations to review each route, segment
and intersection to determine if they were physically feasible, and if not,
what options existed to maintain the connectivity and intent of each
route as envisioned by the LMBPP. These •eld investigations and engineering analyses were detailed so that the overall extent and nature
of a “workable” solution could be derived, including general design
layouts and detailed cost estimates, but they were not so detailed that
construction of these routes could occur using these plans. Field investigations and preliminary analyses were conducted to document the
location, nature, quantity and general extent of needed improvements
to meet the standards set forth in the LMBPP and the guidelines offered
by ODOT and other regulating agencies.

How to Use this Information

In order to provide de•nitive design and planning direction for each
Phase I priority route, the following pages provide an overview of the information derived in our •eld investigations and the analysis completed
for each Phase I On-street priority route. This section provides information on each of the Phase I routes (i.e. Cameron Connector, E Thomas
Connector, etc.) and reviews whether the route could be constructed
and implemented as proposed in the overall Master Plan included in
the LMBPP. The baseline assumption of our study was that the LMBPP
Plan and its recommendations represented the “best” route to be
taken, and the purpose of this work was to ensure that this “best” route
was feasible and “construct-able” when actual •eld conditions were
reviewed and analyzed. To this end, this section includes the following
information for each of the Phase I, on-street priority routes:
• “Introduction” sheet - which provides a summary review and comments of the overall route and the major con•icts encountered
along the route and a general description of the recommended
solutions for each segment or con•ict area;
• “Segment” sheets - which provide an overview of particular segments of a proposed route in which con•icts with the route, as
proposed in the LMBPP, would occur and optional routes or facility
types were reviewed and analyzed in order to maintain this route as
a viable and connected portion of the overall Master Plan;

•

•

“Areas of Detailed Study” sheets – which identify certain conditions or areas on particular routes that required more detailed design analysis and
examination of proposed solutions to these con•ict zones. These areas
generally occur at major intersections or crossings where the probability
of vehicle, pedestrian and bicycle con•icts will occur;
“Summary” sheet – which identi•es the recommended facility type (i.e.
bike lane, shared roadway, or off-street shared use path) for each route
segment, a preferred or recommended option for con•icts occurring
within designated “Areas of Study” and an overall cost estimate for the
proposed recommendations. In addition, because certain portions of
some routes (i.e. the westernmost end of Cameron Connector, the northernmost portion of McClung to Post extension, etc.) do not have a logical linkage to another Phase I route or major generator of bicycle traf•c,
the Summary sheet may also include information about route segments
that should be postponed to a subsequent phase of the overall LMBPP
implementation Plan. These routes may represent important connections
to future phases of the Master Plan, but our analysis indicates that these
particular segments should be postponed until a subsequent phase of the
Master Plan is funded and a connecting route is constructed.

Limitations and General Notes

Although the information contained in this study is based on •eld investigations and engineering analysis, there are still some limitations to the conclusions presented herein. The following general limitations and notes apply to
this work:
• No detailed traf!c analysis performed: the study assumed that any
proposed vehicular lane reductions on city streets included in the LMBPP
were the result of a review and analysis of the traf•c patterns and levels of service (LOS) on affected streets. Speci•cally, the recommended
three lane conversion of Ferris Avenue within the Elmer Thomas Connector should have additional traf•c analysis completed by the City’s Engineer to ensure adequate LOS on this section of Ferris.
• Signal modi!cation recommendations need additional study: the study
proposes several existing traf•c signals’ timings be modi•ed in order to
provide additional time for bicyclists to traverse large, complex intersections. Field observations instigated these recommendations, but additional study should be conducted to ensure such modi•cations can be
incorporated into the overall traf•c signal system on the various streets.
• Small scale plans limit amount of graphic detail: even though every sign,
striping or other bicycle amenity or construction detail is not shown in the
plans, their frequency, location and general extent are included in the
detailed cost estimates for each Phase I route.
• Cost estimates are based on standard signage, striping and other roadway enhancements per AASHTO and MUTCD: in addition to the construction items required to build the recommended facilities (i.e. new
pavement, grading, signals, etc.), the detailed cost estimates provided
in the Appendix include the necessary signage, striping, etc. needed to
construct bicycle routes per prevailing local, state and federal guidelines,
including AASHTO and MUTCD.
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ELMER THOMAS CONNECTOR - SUMMARY

Summary of Options, Recommendations, Costs and Phasing
for
Route 2 - Elmer Thomas Connector
Segment

Street

Location

Bike Facility Type

A

Ferris Ave

13th st to Sheridan Rd

see below for options

Cost
see below

Convert 4 lane section into 2 through lanes and center turn lane with bike lanes each direction for
Option A1 this section of Ferris. High traffic volumes warrant bike lanes.

$108,132

Utilize existing pavement width and lane widths and include only striping and signage to create a
Option A2 shared roadway facility. Safety concerns due to traffic volumes.

$14,400

B

Ferris Ave

Homestead Drive to 31st St.

see below for options

see below

Create shared roadway along Homestead to the north side of Tomlinson School and then west
along school drive to connect back to 31st Street and Ferris Avenue, just north of 31st Street.
Feasible, but extensive striping and signage needed along school drive to provide distinct
Option B1 separation of travel and parking lanes

$10,620

Create off street shared use path at south end of school property. Feasible, but drainage and
Option B2 privacy issues may complicate this option.

$82,140

Route bikeway through the residential areas to the south of the school and then re-connect with
Option B3 Ferris Ave. via 31st Street. Feasible, but not a very direct connection.

$10,260

C

Ferris Ave

35th St. to Meadowbrook

see below for options

see below

Due to no existing, direct access through to Greer Park at western end of Ferris, route bikeway
through the residential areas to the south along 35th St. down to Gore Blvd and then back up 38th
St. to Meadowbrook. Feasible, but Gore Blvd. crossing is hazardous and unsignalized, 38th St.
Option C1 segment is difficult and heavy volume, and route is not very direct.

$215,520

Same rationale and routing as Option C1 except the route is along 36th St. in lieu of 35th St. Same
Option C2 concerns and difficulties at Gore and 38th as Option C1.

$207,420

Utilize the existing 5' wide sidewalk right-of-way at location to create two one way access trail
between Ferris and Greer Park, then extend an off street shared use path through the park to
Option C3A connect at Meadowbrook crossing signal on 38th St.
Utilize the existing 5' wide sidewalk right-of-way at location to create two one way access trail
between Ferris and Greer Park, then extend an off street shared use path through the park to
Option C3B connect at Meadowbrook crossing signal on 38th St.

$48,240

$60,240

D

Meadow Brook Dr

38th St. to 53rd Street

Shared Roadway

$17,700

E

Glenn/Ash/63rd/Euclid
& Compass

53rd St. to Woodland Dr

Shared Roadway

$13,440

F

Woodland to 76th to
Folkstone

Compass to Micklegate Blvd

Shared Roadway

$17,400

Total Phase I Costs

$107,040

Total Costs in "Postponed" Phase

$108,132

SEE APPENDIX FOR DETAILED COST
ESTIMATES FOR EACH PHASE I ROUTE
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